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Introduction: The five mid-sized satellites of
Uranus were last imaged up-close in 1986 by Voyager
2. Because of the orientation of the Uranian system at
that time, only the moons’ southern hemispheres were
imaged with resolutions varying between 600 m on Mi-
randa to 12 km on Oberon [1]. The impact crater dis-
tributions of the Uranian satellites obtained from these
images were not unique, but varied among different au-
thors (e. g. Strom [1] and Plescia [2]). Nevertheless, the
crater counts did show at least two distinct crater pop-
ulations of different ages [1]. While Oberon and Um-
briel exhibit heavily cratered surfaces, Titania and Ariel
appear to have undergone endogenic resurfacing [2, 3].
Miranda on the contrary, displays a very complex geol-
ogy, with its surface divided into heavily cratered terrain
and resurfaced areas associated with coronae.

In the present work, we study the cratering rates in
the Uranian satellites using a method previously applied
to the Saturnian system [4–6]. We model the impact cra-
tering process on Miranda, Ariel, Umbriel, Titania and
Oberon to explore their evolution and impactor popula-
tion, comparing our results to the crater counts presented
by Jeff Plescia and Robert Strom [1–3, 7].

Methodology: The method used to obtain the pre-
dicted crater distributions is based on previous works on
the Saturnian satellites [4, 5]. The impactor population
is modeled with Centaurs that evolve from the Scattered
Disk in the Transneptunian Region into inner regions of
the solar system. Their encounters with the planets are
simulated throughout the history of the solar system and
considering its current configuration [8].

The cumulative size distribution (CSD) of these im-
pactors is given by:
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for d > 100 km, (1)

where C0 = 3.5× 105 × 100s2−1 and s1=4.7. Given the
uncertainty in the size distribution for the smaller mem-
bers of the impactor population, two values are consid-
ered for s2: 3 and 3.5.

To relate the impactor diameter d to the transient
crater diameter Dt it produces considering oblique im-
pacts (α=45◦ with respect to the horizon), we follow [9]:
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where g and ρt are the target’s gravity and density re-
spectively, µ=0.38, ν=0.397,K1=1.67,K2=0.8 and Y =1
MPa. For the impactor density we use ρi = 1 gr cm−3.
In Eq. 2, the first term models impacts under the gravity
regime and the second term corresponds to impacts under
the strength regime (where the target cohesion limits the
growth of the transient crater). In the Uranian satellites
all craters under 6 km in diameter are formed under the
strength regime, while all craters with diameters larger
than 10 km are formed under the gravity regime (except
for Miranda where gravity limits crater growth in craters
lager than ∼ 30 km in diameter). The final crater size D
is obtained adapting the results for complex craters [5].

Results and Discussion: General results: Mean
satellite radius Rs and semimajor axis a in km, colli-
sion velocity vi in km/s, transition crater diameter Dtr

between simple and complex craters; largest impactor di-
ameter dm and largest crater diameter Dm, all in km for
the CSD index of s2=3.5.

Satellite Rs a vi Dtr dm Dm

Miranda 235.8 129900 8.47 36.09 5.28 102.68
Ariel 578.9 190900 7.09 11.08 10.23 156.46
Umbriel 584.7 266000 6.12 11.98 9.71 143.37
Titania 788.9 436300 4.97 7.79 11.50 147.84
Oberon 761.4 583500 4.43 8.61 10.64 134.33

Following the described method, we obtain the pre-
dicted crater distributions over the age of the solar system
for the five major Uranian satellites, considering Cen-
taurs as the main impactors. Figs. 1 and 2 show the
cumulative number of craters per square kilometer as a
function of crater diameter for both values of the CSD s2
index, together with observed crater counts [1–3, 7].

Our results in Fig. 1 show that for Ariel and the
cratered terrain of Miranda as presented by Plescia [7],
an impactor CSD with an index of s2=3.5 leads to a
crater distribution that is consistent with the observed
crater counts. Given that both Ariel and Miranda show
evidence of endogenic resurfacing and exhibit complex
geologies, our cratering model with an index of s2=3.5
may be suitable to explain the dominant impact process
on these satellites since their major resurfacing events, if
these occurred early in the history of the solar system.
With respect to the crater counts on Elsinore and Inver-
ness Coronae [7], our results for the s2=3.5 index over-
estimate the number of craters for all crater diameters D,
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Figure 1: Cumulative number of craters per square kilo-
meter on Miranda (top panel) and Ariel (bottom panel) as
a function of crater diameter. Black solid lines represent
the modeled crater distributions for s2=3 and s2=3.5 and
color points indicate observed crater counts [1, 3, 7].

which is consistent with these regions being associated
with a relatively young terrain. The results for our cra-
tering model with the CSD index of s2=3 underestimate
the number of craters for almost all crater sizes, thus are
not considerable suitable for this work.

The surfaces of both Umbriel and Oberon are heavily
cratered and show no signs of extensive endogenic activ-
ity [2]. Their crater distributions have numerous large-
diameter impact craters that may have been produced by
impacts early in the history of the solar system, for ex-
ample by Uranus and Neptune planetesimals (Smith et al.
[10]). Compared to Oberon and Umbriel, the surface of
Titania is also heavily cratered but exhibits a lower crater
frequency and a low number of large-diameter craters [1,
2]. These characteristics indicate that Titania has been
resurfaced by endogenically driven processes. Our pre-
dicted crater distributions for these three satellites (Fig.
2) lie below the observed distributions [1, 2], which indi-
cates that additional sources for the impactor population
other than our modeled Centaurs are needed to account
for most of the observed craters.
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Figure 2: Cumulative number of craters per square kilo-
meter on Umbriel (top panel), Titania (middle panel) and
Oberon (bottom panel) as a function of crater diameter.
Black solid lines represent the modeled crater distribu-
tions for s2=3 and s2=3.5 and color points indicate ob-
served crater counts [1, 2].
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